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Abstract: We present efficient algorithms and functions in MATLAB workspace for testing linear de-
pendence and linear independence in the fuzzy algebra. The computational complexity of all algorithms is
polynomial. Testing results with comparison for execution time of the algorithms are given.
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INTRODUCTION
In this paper we investigate linear dependence and linear independence, and pro-

pose several  algorithms and software  in  MATLAB workspace for  establishing  these
properties in polynomial time. We work in the fuzzy algebra ( )minmax,],1,0[ , where ]1,0[
R⊂  is the real closed unit interval with the order ≤  and the operations are taking maxi-

ma (max) and taking minima (min) between elements [4]. As in the classical linear alge-
bra [7] these operations are conventionally extended to fuzzy vectors and fuzzy matri-
ces. But linear algebra and fuzzy algebra are completely different, that requires special
investigations for linear dependence over fuzzy vectors and fuzzy matrices [3, 4, 11].

The terminology for fuzzy sets is according to [6], for computational complexity - ac-
cording to [1, 5].

1.BASIC NOTIONS 

The fuzzy algebra [4]  ( )minmax,],1,0[  is an algebraic structure, where ]1,0[ R⊂  is
the unit real closed interval, the operations are ∨=max  and ∧=min . It means that for
arbitrary ]1,0[, ∈ba , according to the order ≤  in ]1,0[  we have:

},max{ baba =∨ , },min{ baba =∧ .

In min)max,],1,0([  the operation α  is defined [6] as follows: 
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A matrix ( )ijnm aA =× , with elements ]1,0[∈ija  is called [6] fuzzy membership ma-
trix.

Let pmijaA ×= )(  and npijbB ×= )(  be given fuzzy membership matrices.
i) BAcC ijnm •× == )(  is called max-min product of A  and B  if

)),(min(max
1 kjik

p

kij bac
=

= , when mi ≤≤1 , nj ≤≤1 .

ii) BAcC ijnm α==× )(  is called α -product of A  and B  if

)(min
1 kjik

p

kij bac α=
=

, when mi ≤≤1 , nj ≤≤1 .
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Theorem  1  [12]  Let pmijaA ×= )(  and  nmijcC ×= )(  be  given  fuzzy  membership
matrices. Let •B  be the set of all matrices such that CBA =• . Then:

i) •B ∅≠  iff ∈αCAt •B .

ii) If •B ∅≠ , then CAt α  is the greatest element in •B .

2.SYSTEMS OF LINEAR EQUATIONS OVER FUZZY ALGEBRA

A vector v  with m  components ∈iv ]1,0[ , mi ,...,1= , is called fuzzy vector. We de-
note by mV  the set of all fuzzy vectors with m  components. 

An expression of the form
)()()( 2211 nn vvv ∧λ∨∨∧λ∨∧λ ,

where mi Vv ∈ , ni ,...,1=  and nλλ ,,1 ]1,0[∈ , is called minmax−  linear combination of
the fuzzy vectors mi Vv ∈ , ni ,...,1=  with coefficients nλλ ,,1 .

We can compute max-min linear combination of fuzzy vectors [10]. 
Definition 1. The fuzzy vector mVB∈  is called max-min linear combination of the

fuzzy vectors { } mn VaaA ⊆= ,1  if there exist nVX ∈  such that BXA =• .
In order to test  linear dependence we implement solving fuzzy linear systems of

equations that have the following matrix form:
(1) BXA =•

where nmjiaA ×= )(  stands for the matrix of coefficients, 1)( ×= njxX  stands for the mat-
rix of unknowns, 1)( ×= mibB  is the right-hand side of the system. For each i , mi ≤≤1
and for each j ,  nj ≤≤1 , we have ija ,  ib ,  jx ]1,0[∈  and the minmax− composition is
written shortly as • . To test whether a fuzzy vector mVB∈  is a max-min linear combina-
tion of the fuzzy vectors { } mn VaaA ⊆= ,1  we have to solve the system BXA =•  for
the unknown fuzzy vector  nVX ∈ . The next two theorems are in the core of the algo-
rithms for testing linear dependence. 

Theorem 2. [9]  It is algorithmically decidable in polynomial time whether the fuzzy
linear system BXA =•  is consistent or inconsistent.

Theorem 3.  If  the  system  BXA =•  is  consistent,  its  maximum solution  =grX

BAt α  has components { }iijiigr babjX >= :min)( .

Definition 2. The set { }naaA ,,1= mV⊆  is called max-min linearly dependent if
one of the vectors from A  can be expressed as a max-min (min-max, respectively) lin-
ear combination of the others.

According to Definition 2 for testing max-min linear dependence of set of n vectors
we have to solve n systems of the form (1).
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3.TESTING LINEAR DEPENDENCE OVER FUZZY ALGEBRA
We develop four functions in MATLAB workspace for testing linear max-min de-

pendence (independence, respectively) over the fuzzy algebra ( )minmax,],1,0[ . The first
two functions follow conventional methods and algorithms [4, 12], while the proposed
here functions are smaller time consuming.

In this paper our attention is paid on testing linear dependence in a set, see Defi-
nition  2.  Conventional  testing  for  max-min  linear  combination  for  members  of

{ } mn VaaA ⊆= ,1  , according to Definition 2, requires to solve n-times a system of the
form (1). Every time we have to omit a vector from the matrix  A  and to set it to the
right-hand  side  of  the  system.  If  each system  is  inconsistent,  then  the  set

{ } mn VaaA ⊆= ,1  is max-min linearly independent, otherwise it is max-min linearly de-
pendent.

3.1.Testing linear dependence by Sanchez formula [12]
When we test linear dependence by Sanchez formula, according to Th. 1, we

compute BAt α . If the system BXA =•  is consistent, it has unique maximum solution 
=grX BAt α

and in this case  the vector  mVB∈  is linear combination of  the vectors from the set
{ } mn VaaA ⊆= ,1 . We run this function n times for each vector from { }naaA ,1= .

3.2.Algorithm A by Cechlárová and Plávka [2, 4]
The following Algorithm A is proposed in [2] for testing whether a fuzzy vector

from  { } mn VaaA ⊆= ,1  is  a  max-min  linear  combination  of  the  other  vectors  from
{ } mn VaaA ⊆= ,1 .

Algorithm A.
Step 1. Enter { } mn VaaA ⊆= ,1 .
Step 2. Compute tA  and tA α A .
Step 4. Initialize with zero’s the main diagonal of tA α A . Write the result in C . 
Step 5. Compute the minmax−  composition CA • .
Step 6. Compare each column of CA •  with the corresponding column in A . If,

say,  the  j-th  column  of  CA •  equals  the  j-th  column  of  A ,  then  the  j-th  vector  of
{ } mn VaaA ⊆= ,1  is a linear combination of the other vectors. The corresponding coef-

ficients are the entries of the j-th column of  C . If the equality does not occur for any
nj ,...,1=  then { } mn VaaA ⊆= ,1  is linearly independent.

The code below reports whether  { } mn VaaA ⊆= ,1  is max-min linearly depen-
dent or it is independent. 

3.3.Modified Algorithm A by Peeva and Zahariev
Based on Theorem 3, we propose an improvement of Algorithm A. It concerns

the former Steps 2 and 3, that will have now the form:
Step 2’. Compute C=( { }iijiigr babjX >= :min)( , j=1,…,n).
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Step 3’. Initialize with zero’s the main diagonal of C. 
This improves the execution time for testing linear dependence, see fig. 1 and

fig.2.

3.4.Testing max-min linear combination by Peeva [9]
The algorithm is based on solving fuzzy linear systems as presented in [9]. 

Algorithm 
Step 1. Enter { } mn VaaA ⊆= ,1 .
Step 2. Solve n-times a system of the form BXA =• . Every time omit (initialize

with zero’s) a vector from the matrix A  and set it to the right-hand side. If each system
is inconsistent, then the set { } mn VaaA ⊆= ,1  is max-min linearly independent, other-
wise it is max-min linearly dependent.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Following 4.1 – 4.4, we develop four functions in MATLAB workspace. The exe-

cution time of these algorithms is given on fig.1 and fig. 2. The lines are numbered as
follows:

1. Program based on Sanchez formula, see 4.1.
2. Program based on Algorithm A, see 4.2.
3. Program based on Peeva’s algorithm, see 4.4.
4. Program based on modified Algorithm A, see 4.3.
Fig. 1 concerns the case { } mn VaaA ⊆= ,1 , when the number of vectors in the

set A  is n and each vector has m components. 
• If the number m of the components of each vector is fixed (experiments

are made when m=10, 20,…,500) and we increase the number n of the
vectors from 5 to 500, the experimental results are shown in Fig. 1a. For
fixed n, when the number of columns is large, the program based on 4.3
Modified algorithm A, works best.

• If  the  number  n  of  the  vectors  is  fixed  (experiments  are  made  when
n=100, 200,…,10000) and we increase the number m of the components
of each vector from 100 to 10000, the experimental results are shown in
Fig.  1b.  For fixed m, when the number of  rows is large,  the algorithm
based on Peeva [9] works best;

Fig. 2 concerns the case when the number of vectors n in { }naaA ,1=  equals
the number of their components m, i.e. m=n, the matrix nA  is square. Then the program
based on modified algorithm A works best.

5.CONCLUSIONS
This investigation is a step in finding the most efficient algorithm for testing linear

dependency.
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Fig. 1: Execution time for testing linear dependence in nmA ×
a. m=10, n=5,…,500; b. m=100,…,10000, n=10

Fig. 2: Execution time for testing linear dependence in square nA
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